These tree-hugging sons of bitches are a threat to life on Earth as we know it. It’s time to fight these scatological psycho nut-job bastards to the death. Why, at this very moment they’re conspiring to promote cooperation, hope, and conservation! It makes me want to puke. What we need are legions of listless, jaded, ad-ordinated, self-absorbed consumer drones who are dependably placid, cynical, and idiotic.

Meanwhile a variety of species concerned with global warming meet to discuss reducing carbon emissions...

I’ll be damned if I can emit less CO2!

Me neither.

Green energy advocates are evil terrorists! They’re not with us, they’re against us.

Fortunately our mastery of media ownership lets us ignore do-gooders and smear them as enemies of god, king, and country.

Global warming is a myth. Environmentalists pray to the SATAN and burn the flag.